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megree chooses Neo4j for its scalability, 
REST API and high availability

Most of us are unaware of the true reach of our social graph, despite the proliferation of social 
networking sites. megree’s goal is to provide you a holistic view of your connections and the 
strength of those connections, working beyond the constraints of proprietary networks.

megree, a social business SaaS offering, focuses on showing how you are connected to anyone 
else. As a business solution, megree loads your connections and the connections of your co-
workers, and allows them to be searchable within your company’s network.

SQL Server and Scaling
Kevin Dieter, co-founder and CTO, chose Neo4j when 
preparing to launch the social solution megree. The 
decision became clear when observing Neo4j’s REST API 
and scaling capabilities.

When Dieter joined megree, it was a .NET based project in 
alpha testing stages, running on a Microsoft SQL Server. 
Upon looking at scaling potential and the heavy logic issues, 
it was apparent that a SQL solution would not suffice.

Neo4j was chosen for its REST API, graph traversal 
performance, and high availability. Another key element 
was Neo4j’s proven scalability to a high number of nodes/
relationships in a graph.

Success with Neo4j
With only two months of implementation time, megree met 
their primary business objectives, and met their scaling and 
REST API necessities.

Neo4j was originally only to be used to demonstrate 
relationships between users, however with its ability to 
quickly traverse the data, megree now looks to expand 
Neo4j to more aspects of the technology.
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Neo Technology is the creator of Neo4j, the world’s leading graph database that brings data relationships to the 
fore. From companies offering personalized product and service recommendations; to websites adding social 
capabilities; to telcos diagnosing network issues; to enterprises reimagining master data, identity, and access models; 
organizations adopt graph databases to model, store and query both data and its relationships. Large enterprises 
like Walmart, eBay, UBS, Nomura, Cisco, HP, and Telenor, as well as startups like CrunchBase, Medium, Polyvore, and 
Zephyr Health use Neo4j to unlock business value from data relationships.

Questions about Neo4j? 
Contact us:
1-855-636-4532
info@neotechnology.com

“We originally 
anticipated using 
Neo4j only for showing 
paths between users, 
however Neo4j’s ability 
to quickly traverse the 
graph and manage 
complex graph 
objects, has enabled 
us to make the 
product stronger than 
originally envisioned.”

– Kevin Dieter,
co-founder and CTO, megree

Neo4j is the leader in graph database technology. As the world’s most widely deployed graph database, we help 
global brands – including Comcast, NASA, UBS, and Volvo Cars – to reveal and predict how people, processes and 
systems are interrelated. 

Using this relationships-first approach, applications built with Neo4j tackle connected data challenges such as 
analytics and artificial intelligence, fraud detection, real-time recommendations, and knowledge graphs. Find out 
more at neo4j.com.
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